
HOW TO DO RESEARCH FOR WRITING A NOVEL

How to conduct research for your books, how to organize and If you'd like more help, check out my course: How to Write
a Novel: From Idea.

If you find that the formatted worksheet hinders your creative process, or takes your story in directions you
don't want it to go, then write the information down free form. Again, as with any digital method, ensure you
back up your files religiously. Use the Internet 9. Why start gathering your research for a project so far in
advance? Then you just call somebody else. Simply search for a certain location or place by hashtag, and
follow anyone who regularly posts from that place for a steady stream of genuine visuals. Pay a visit to the
local museums and tourist attraction sites to learn more about the area. Just jump on Google Images and
search all of the phrases that you have for your character. Your characters will probably reveal these
distinctions as your story progresses, but thinking about it early will make you more receptive to such
revelations. However, before you pick a single book or open a new tab in the name of research, there is
something you have to do: Plan your research. This is just as important for your nonfiction book as your
novel. Most of my J. Are you a writer? Do you love the research process? Writing an entire book can be a
daunting and overwhelming prospect, and writers want to feel as prepared as possible before they launch
themselves into the drafting process. My favorite research resources are: World Almanacs : These alone list
almost everything you need for accurate prose: facts, data, government information, and more. Who knows,
you could get inspiration from browsing images on social media. Don't press them with questions that may
upset them if your interview topic is of a delicate or painful nature. I found an amazing documentary on
YouTube about the Appalachian Christians, who use serpents in their worship, and from there the backstory of
Lilith grew. On a lighter note, you had to research on the keywords of this article to find it, right? Write now.


